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domain in summer 2008.
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Understanding atmospheric composition and its connection
to warming in the Arctic is essential because of the rapid
speed at which the region is already experiencing change,
such as decreasing summer sea-ice ice extent and impacts on
Ocean Science
ecosystems (e.g. Arctic Climate Impact Assessment, 2004;
Anisimov et al., 2007; Comiso et al., 2008; Post et al., 2009).
It is clear that long-lived greenhouse gases (principally CO2 )
have contributed to Arctic warming (IPCC, 2007). However, the contribution of trace gases and aerosols, which act
as short-lived climate forcersSolid
(SLCFs)
by either cooling or
Earth
warming the atmosphere, is less certain. It has been suggested that SLCFs that warm the atmosphere, notably ozone
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Abstract. Ozone pollution transported to the Arctic is a significant concern because of the rapid, enhanced warming in
high northern latitudes, which is caused, in part, by shortlived climate forcers, such as ozone. Long-range transport
of pollution contributes to background and episodic ozone
levels in the Arctic. However, the extent to which plumes
are photochemically active during transport, particularly during the summer, is still uncertain. In this study, regional
chemical transport model simulations are used to examine
photochemical production of ozone in air masses originating from boreal fire and anthropogenic emissions over North
America and during their transport toward the Arctic during
early July 2008. Model results are evaluated using POLARCAT aircraft data collected over boreal fire source regions
in Canada (ARCTAS-B) and several days downwind over
Greenland (POLARCAT-France and POLARCAT-GRACE).
Model results are generally in good agreement with the observations, except for certain trace gas species over boreal
fire regions, in some cases indicating that the fire emissions
are too low. Anthropogenic and biomass burning pollution
(BB) from North America was rapidly uplifted during transport east and north to Greenland where pollution plumes
were observed in the mid- and upper troposphere during POLARCAT. A model sensitivity study shows that CO levels are
in better agreement with POLARCAT measurements (fresh
and aged fire plumes) upon doubling CO emissions from
fires. Analysis of model results, using 1O3 /1CO enhancement ratios, shows that pollution plumes formed ozone dur-
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(O3 ), black carbon (BC), and methane (CH4 ), contribute
nearly as much as CO2 to Arctic warming (e.g. Quinn et al.,
2008; Koch et al., 2011), and reductions could reduce the rate
of Arctic warming in the 20–50 yrs timeframe (WMO/UNEP,
2011). On the other hand, the main impact of SLCFs over the
last century has been a net cooling, primarily due to rising
sulfur emissions producing sulfate aerosols, which has offset
global warming (IPCC, 2007). However, recent reductions in
sulfur emissions over Eurasia and North America have likely
resulted in less cooling and additional warming (Koch et al.,
2011).
In this paper, we focus on tropospheric ozone, which has
increased significantly over the last 20–30 yrs in the Northern Hemisphere (e.g. Parrish et al., 2012), and where better
understanding is needed about its contribution to Arctic climate change. Shindell (2007) showed that Arctic ozone radiative forcing is divided almost equally between ozone produced at mid-latitudes and forcing from ozone produced during transport and within the Arctic. Ozone is also a pollutant, which is harmful to humans and vegetation/crops. It is
formed via photochemistry involving ozone precursor emissions including NOx (NO + NO2 ), and volatile organic compounds (and their products) from anthropogenic fossil fuel
(FF) and biomass burning (BB). In the troposphere, ozone is
destroyed by photolysis and reactions involving water vapor
and hydroxyl radicals as well as dry deposition at the surface. Tropospheric ozone can be formed and then transported
downwind from emission regions. It can also be formed after transport due to decomposition of peroxy-acetyl nitrate
(PAN) in aged air masses. PAN releases NOx after descent to
lower, warmer altitudes (e.g. Wild et al., 1996). The contribution of pollution to Arctic ozone, especially as a function of
emission region and time of year, is still uncertain. Despite
much progress in understanding ozone formation, destruction, and transport at mid-latitudes (summarized in HTAP,
2010), there have been fewer studies examining the origins
of tropospheric ozone in the Arctic.
Earlier studies focused on Arctic ozone in the late winter/spring and ozone production during the spring equinox
(TOPSE campaign) (e.g. Atlas et al., 2003) when there is
a build up of Arctic Haze (Barrie et al., 1986) containing
elevated pollution levels and maximum transport of ozone
from the stratosphere (e.g. Emmons et al., 2003). In addition, there has been a focus on understanding observations
at surface sites exhibiting very low ozone levels due to halogen chemistry (e.g. Bottenheim et al., 1990; Simpson et al.,
2007; Abbatt et al., 2012). Less attention has been paid to
Arctic-free tropospheric ozone in the summer months, the focus of this study, even though it is the time of year with maximum sunlight (resulting in rapid photochemistry) and maximum boreal forest fire emissions. In the late 1980s, the Arctic Boundary Layer Expeditions (ABLE) 3A and 3B made
some of the first summertime airborne chemical trace gas
measurements in the lower- and mid-troposphere (< 6 km),
looking at boreal fire and anthropogenic emission impacts on
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 3825–3848, 2013

ozone (Jacob et al., 1992; Fan et al., 1994). The importance
of PAN decomposition as a source of NOx at high latitudes
was noted (Jacob et al., 1992) and Mauzerall et al. (1996)
concluded that in situ production was the main source of
ozone in the lower-/mid-troposphere at high latitudes with
an increasing stratospheric contribution with altitude. More
recently, Walker et al. (2012), using a global chemistry transport model, also found PAN decomposition to be an important source of NOx and ozone north of 60◦ N. During ABLE,
ozone production from BB was found to be negligible over
the study regions (eastern Canada, western Alaska) due to
low NOx /CO emission ratios in fires and rapid conversion
of NOx to PAN (Jacob et al., 1992; Mauzerall et al., 1996)
although subsequent studies have found significant evidence
for enhanced ozone in BB plumes downwind of fire regions
at mid-latitudes (McKeen et al., 2002; Pfister et al., 2006;
Real et al., 2007). It has also been shown that ozone production in BB plumes can be enhanced by mixing with other
air masses, for example aged BB plumes that mix with urban emissions, which increases the ozone produced due to
fires (e.g. McKeen et al., 2002; Singh et al., 2010). During
ABLE 3A/3B, comparison of ozone enhancements relative to
CO enhancements in BB and anthropogenic plumes showed
lower ratios (0.04–0.18) in BB plumes compared to anthropogenic plumes observed over the eastern United States (0.3–
0.5) even though the Canadian BB plumes sampled during the campaign were rather aged (CO < 200 ppbv) (Wofsy
et al., 1992). Boreal fires were also found to be a more important source of PAN and NOx (following PAN decomposition)
than anthropogenic emissions (Fan et al., 1994).
While these earlier findings provided some new insights,
they also provoked new questions about the impact of boreal fires on budgets of nitrogen species, oxygenated hydrocarbons and ozone (e.g. Law and Stohl, 2007). This, together with significant advances in measurement techniques
and numerical modeling, inspired the International Polar
Year (IPY) activity POLARCAT (Polar Study using Aircraft, Remote Sensing, Surface Measurements and Models,
of Climate, Chemistry, Aerosols, and Transport). POLARCAT consisted of multiple coordinated aircraft campaigns
including NASA ARCTAS (Arctic Research of the Composition of the Troposphere from Aircraft and Satellites)
and POLARCAT-France/POLARCAT-GRACE (GReenland
Aerosol and Chemistry Experiment) in spring and summer
2008 (Jacob et al., 2010; Schmale et al., 2011; Roiger et al.,
2011b; Pommier et al., 2012).
Studies based on the analysis of ARCTAS-B data have
concluded that boreal fire emissions had little impact on
ozone during June–July 2008 (Alvarado et al., 2010; Wespes
et al., 2012; Singh et al., 2010). A constrained box modeling
study, based on the same data, estimated high in situ net photochemical production rates, particularly in the lower troposphere, but little or no enhancements in measured ozone were
found in analyzed BB plumes (Olson et al., 2012). However, these plumes were mainly sampled very near or 1–2
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/3825/2013/
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days downwind from fires. The contribution of Asian anthropogenic emissions was found to be important for summertime Arctic CO (Bian et al., 2012) and ozone (Wespes et al.,
2012). However, according to Wespes et al. (2012), North
American emissions only made a very small contribution to
ozone north of 60◦ N.
Global three-dimensional (3-D) chemistry transport models (CTMs) have been used to interpret summer POLARCAT data (primarily ARCTAS-B), although models have
shown discrepancies when compared to aircraft data, including underestimation of ozone and CO in the mid-troposphere
(Alvarado et al., 2010; Wespes et al., 2012; Bian et al.,
2012). Previously, global models were also shown to underestimate ozone and CO in the remote Arctic during summer, for example at Summit in central Greenland, a receptor region for mid-latitudes pollution (Shindell et al., 2008).
Alvarado et al. (2010) suggested there is little ozone production in young fire plumes by comparing a global model
run without fire emissions with a base model run including
fires with ARCTAS-B data. In their study, underestimation
of ozone above 3 km was attributed to underprediction of
stratosphere–troposphere exchange in the model, underrepresentation of ozone transported from mid-latitudes, or errors in ozone production in smoke plumes. However, coarse
model resolutions may also be influencing results (Wespes
et al., 2012) and the resulting ozone concentrations.
We use POLARCAT data combined with a high-resolution
CTM (WRF-Chem) to understand photochemical ozone production in plumes originating from Canadian BB and North
American anthropogenic pollution during summer 2008. We
focus on a period when multiple aircraft were flying in different regions (N. America and Greenland) with the specific
aim of studying pollution during transport to the Arctic. The
methodology used for this study is described in Sect. 2. In
Sect. 3, we evaluate the representation of plumes in the model
over Canada and the northeastern United States. In addition,
the representation of plumes after long-range transport over
Greenland is studied. In Sect. 4, we focus on two specific
plumes as examples of pollution plumes transported towards
the Arctic during summer 2008 and use the Lagrangian
model FLEXPART to examine plume origin. In Sect. 5, we
investigate ozone production close to and downwind of emission regions using emission sensitivity studies. Model results
are used to estimate the amount of ozone transported towards
the Arctic during the study period. Finally, conclusions are
presented in Sect. 6.

2
2.1

Methods
Model calculations

Regional CTM simulations were performed using the
Weather Research and Forecasting model including gas and
aerosol chemistry (WRF-Chem Version 3.3) (Grell et al.,
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/3825/2013/
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2005; Fast et al., 2006). The model was run from 28 June
2008 to 9 July 2008 using a polar-stereographic grid (35 ×
35 km resolution) over a domain encompassing boreal fires
and anthropogenic emission regions and downwind over
Greenland (see Fig. 1). The model was run with 27 vertical levels from the surface to 50 hPa. Initial meteorological and boundary conditions were taken from the NCEP
(National Center for Environmental Prediction)-Global Forecasting System (GFS) with nudging applied to wind, temperature, and humidity every 6 h. Spatially and temporally
(6-hourly) varying chemical boundary conditions were provided by global model simulations from the Model for
OZone and related Chemical Tracers (MOZART-4) (Emmons et al., 2010), run at 1.9◦ (lat) × 2.5◦ (lon) and forced
with NASA GEOS-5 analyses. In WRF-Chem, similar to
the global MOZART-4 model, the mixing ratios of selected
chemical species (e.g. O3 , N2 O, HNO3 , etc.) are set to climatological values above 50 hPa, and relaxed to a climatology
down to the tropopause. For consistency, both WRF-Chem
and MOZART-4 employed the MOZART-4 gas-phase chemical scheme described in Emmons et al. (2010). MOZART4 includes a bulk aerosol scheme, whereas in WRF-Chem
MOZART-4 gas phase chemistry is linked to the bulk aerosol
scheme GOCART (Goddard Chemistry Aerosol Radiation
and Transport model, Chin et al., 2002), referred to as MOZCART.
All model runs (global and regional) were based on
the same emissions. The anthropogenic emission inventory developed for NASA ARCTAS by D. Streets
and Q. Zhang (http://www.cgrer.uiowa.edu/arctas/emission.
html) was used. Fire emissions were included using the
Fire INventory from NCAR (FINNv1) (Wiedinmyer et al.,
2006, 2011), with a diurnal profile as described in Pfister
et al. (2011). Fire emissions in MOZART-4 were released in
the lowest model level, while in WRF-Chem an online plume
rise module (Freitas et al., 2007) was used to distribute the
fire emissions vertically. This scheme was recently shown to
perform well for the fires observed during ARCTAS (Sessions et al., 2011). Biogenic emissions were from Model of
Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature (MEGAN)
(Guenther et al., 2006). Three WRF-Chem model runs were
performed: a base run with all emissions included; a run
without fire emissions (noFire run); and a run without anthropogenic emissions (noAnthro run). In the latter 2 cases, the
respective emissions (fire or anthropogenic) were switched
off for the duration of the run inside the regional model domain. Two additional sensitivity runs have been completed to
further investigate chemistry in fire plumes: a run with double fire CO emissions (FireCOSens) and a run with half of the
fire NOx emissions (FireNOxSens). All model runs used the
same MOZART boundary conditions, therefore the sensitivity runs highlight changes due to emissions within the model
domain (Canadian fires and northeastern US anthropogenic
emissions).
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Table 1. POLARCAT flights included for analysis.
Campaign

Aircraft

Dates included for analysis

ARCTAS-B
POLARCAT-France
POLARCAT-GRACE
MOZAIC

DC8
ATR-42
Falcon-20
Commercial Aircraft

29 Juna , 1 Jul, 4 Jul, 5 Jul
5 Jul, 7 Jul, 8 Jul
4 Jul, 7 Jul, 8 Jul
3 Julb

a Only data within the WRF-Chem domain included for analysis.
b Two vertical profiles taken during takeoff or landing from Philadelphia (40.0◦ N, 75.2◦ W).

We also use FLEXPART (Stohl et al., 2005), a Lagrangian
model that simulates transport and dispersion of air parcels
within the troposphere, which can be used to evaluate air
mass origins. Fast and Easter (2006) modified version 6.2
of FLEXPART to use mesoscale meteorological data from
WRF as input, referred to as FLEXPART-WRF (also described in Peffers et al., 2009). FLEXPART-WRF is used
in backward configuration to determine the origin of plumes
transported to the Arctic.
2.2

POLARCAT summer measurement campaigns

The summer POLARCAT campaigns were dedicated, in part,
to the study of boreal forest fires and their impact on Arctic
chemical composition. Another focus was to examine pollution transported to the Arctic, including the chemical evolution of anthropogenic plumes. A summary of all the POLARCAT flights used in our study is shown in Table 1. We
use data from the DC8 deployment as part of ARCTAS-B
over Canada, including flights from 29 June to 5 July 2008
(Jacob et al., 2010). The main focus of these flights included
detailed characterization of fresh Saskatchewan fire plumes.
Aged fire plumes from Siberia and California were also targeted during this period. The DC8 was equipped with a suite
of instruments to characterize atmospheric composition. CO
was measured using the well-characterized DACOM tunable
diode laser absorption spectrometer, with a nominal time resolution of ∼1 s, precision (1σ ) of < 1 %, and an accuracy
(referenced to NOAA standards) of 2 % (Vay et al., 1998;
Sachse et al., 1987). Ozone was measured via its chemiluminescent reaction with reagent NO that was added to the
sample flow airstream to generate a photon-counting signal
proportional to the ambient ozone mixing ratio, with 4 % uncertainty (Weinheimer et al., 1994). In addition, we compare
model results with PAN, NOx , and non-methane hydrocarbon (NMHC) measurements made onboard the DC8 as described in Jacob et al. (2010) and Hornbrook et al. (2011).
While not part of POLARCAT, we also use MOZAIC
(Measurements of OZone and water vapour by in-service
AIrbus airCraft) (Marenco et al., 1998) profiles to evaluate
model results over the main anthropogenic source region in
our study, focusing on two flights in and out of the northeastern United States on 3 July 2008. MOZAIC ozone measurements were made with a dual beam UV absorption inAtmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 3825–3848, 2013

strument (Thouret et al., 1998) which has a detection limit of
2 ppbv. CO measurements were performed using an infrared
correlation instrument with a precision of ±(5 ppbv + 5 %)
(Nédélec et al., 2003). During POLARCAT-France, flights in
the area of southern Greenland were conducted in July 2008
by the ATR-42 aircraft based in Kangerlussuaq, Greenland
(67.01◦ N, 50.7◦ W) with the aim of measuring aged pollution during transport to the Arctic (Schmale et al., 2011;
Pommier et al., 2010). Measurements onboard included O3
and CO as well as ozone lidar profiles. CO was measured
using IR absorption gas correlation with a modified commercial gas analyzer Thermo 48C (Thermo Environmental Instruments, USA) as described in Nédélec et al. (2003). The
instrument is calibrated using a CO standard referenced from
NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) with
an accuracy of ±1 %. The precision for a 30 s integration
time is 5 ppbv and the detection limit is 10 ppbv. The O3 in
situ measurements are made with a commercial fast response
ozone analyzer (Model 49C TEI Thermo Environment Instruments, USA) which has been adapted for airborne operation. The precision is of the order of 2 ppbv for an integration
time of 4 s.
The lidar measurements of ozone through the upper troposphere lower stratosphere (UTLS) between 7–12 km were
made using an airborne UV DIAL lidar on the ATR-42 aircraft during the POLARCAT-France summer campaign. The
lidar was mounted to perform ozone upward-looking vertical profiles. The measurement range is of the order of 6 km
above the aircraft altitude with 300 m vertical resolution and
2–5 min temporal resolution. The system is described in Ancellet and Ravetta (1998) and performance during various
airborne applications is given in Ancellet and Ravetta (2003).
Numerous comparisons have been conducted with in situ
measurements (ECC ozonesonde of airborne UV photometer) showing an ozone accuracy better than 7 % for clear air
measurements. Only measurements between the aircraft and
clouds or thick aerosol layers are shown, because ozone retrievals in/above such layers is not possible.
During the same period, the DLR Falcon-20 was based
in Kangerlussuaq, Greenland, as part of the POLARCATGRACE campaign (Roiger et al., 2011b). Measurements
included O3 , CO, CO2 , NO, PAN, NOy , and photolysis
rates of NO2 . CO was detected using vacuum ultraviolet
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NOy (sum of all reactive nitrogen species) were measured
The observation period and model run include intense bousing a chemiluminescence detector (Ziereis et al., 2000, acreal forest fires over Canada that were sampled by the DC8,
curacy ±10–15 %). NOy (NOy =NOx , HNO3 , N2 O5 , PAN,
and elevated summertime pollution over the northeast United
and other reactive nitrogen species) was converted to NO
States. Plumes from these sources were rapidly uplifted and
using a heated gold converter with added CO and then detransported in warm conveyor belts linked to the developtected. PAN was measured using a chemical ionization-ion
ment of a series of frontal systems (Fuelberg et al., 2010).
trap mass spectrometer with a time resolution of 2 s and an
Many of the plumes were transported east and north towards
accuracy of ±10 % (Roiger et al., 2011a).
the Arctic during this period. Figure 2 shows examples of
modeled plumes at altitudes of 1 and 2 km (indicated by CO
mixing ratios > 100 ppbv) over the fire and anthropogenic
source regions in early July (Fig. 2a–c) that were trans3 Model evaluation
ported towards the Arctic and sampled later downwind by
the French and German aircraft at 4, 7, and 8 km (Fig. 2d–f).
In order to evaluate the model results, output from WRFTo compare the model results with the observations, hourly
Chem has been compared with aircraft data collected durmodel output data have been averaged in the region of the
ing POLARCAT. We focus on the ARCTAS-B flights over
aircraft (using 3 × 3 grid cells in the horizontal and 3 vertical
fresh Canadian forest fires, between 29 June and 5 July
layers) and interpolated in time using analysis software from
2008. These fresh fire plumes were measured downwind
the Aerosol Modeling Testbed (Fast et al., 2011). These re(typical transport time 5–7 days) between 4 July and 8 July
sults are used to construct vertical profiles using 500 m bins.
by the French and German aircraft. Therefore, we focus on
There are a number of challenges when comparing highflights over southern Greenland several days after emissions
resolution model results and measurements, including both
were measured by the DC8 (three ATR-42 flights and three
the temporal and spatial representation of plumes. Once
Falcon-20 flights). Because there were no specific campaign
flights over the northeastern United States, the main anthro- 25 emitted, pollution plumes undergo chemistry during longrange transport towards the Arctic. To evaluate the model
pogenic source region in our study, we use MOZAIC data
representation of transport processes, model meteorology
collected during flights in and out of Philadelphia to evaluate
was compared with measurements of temperature, wind
the model in this region. A summary of all of the flights used
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Fig. 2. Maps of pollution plumes, as indicated by model-predicted CO concentrations above 100 ppbv, between 1 July and 8 July. DC8 flight
tracks are shown in red, ATR-42 flight tracks are shown in black, and Falcon-20 flight tracks are shown in orange.

Fig. 2: Maps of pollution plumes, as indicated by model predicted CO concentrations above
100 ppbv,
between
July
andResults
8 July.
DC8
flightvations
tracks
shown
in red,
speed, wind
direction,1and
pressure.
are shown
in the
andare
model
results were
binnedATR-42
by altitudeflight
to con- tracks
online supplement (Figs. S1–S3). The overall good agree-

struct profiles) for the flights over Canada in June and July

transport is represented correctly in the model. A number of issues (resolution of plumes, imperfect representation
of long-range transport, non-linear chemistry, temporal and
spatial resolution of emissions) make modeling long-range
transport of pollution plumes particularly challenging. However, because of the nature of the POLARCAT campaigns,
we have a unique dataset with both upwind and downwind
measurements, which allows us to evaluate the model representation of plumes and their chemical evolution.

plement, model results along the flight tracks and in situ measurements for individual flights used in this study (Figs. S4–
S6). In general, the model results agree better with the measured values of CO and ozone with fires (base) than without fires (noFire). There is minimal influence from anthropogenic emissions in the region where the DC8 flew (noAnthro) due to the lack of anthropogenic emissions co-located
with the fires. The base run underpredicts CO concentrations in fresh fire plumes (below 3 km) by 50 ppbv, but this
is within one standard deviation of the measurements. This
likely indicates an underestimate in emissions from boreal
forest fires in the FINNv1 emissions inventory. The underestimate of CO by the model is in part a result of the MOZART
boundary conditions, as noted by Tilmes et al. (2011). The
run with fire CO emissions increased by a factor of two
(FireCOSens) more accurately represents CO measurements

are shown
in black,
and Falcon-20
flight
tracks
orange. we also present, in the online supment between
the model
and measurements
suggests
thatare shown
2008. For in
completeness,

3.1

Pollution source regions

We compare vertical profiles from model results extracted
along flight tracks for the model for the base, noAnthro, and
noFire runs with the DC8 measurements in Fig. 3 for CO,
ozone, PAN, NOx , ethane, ethene, and acetone (both obserAtmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 3825–3848, 2013
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the standard deviation for the measurements. The flights included for the comparison over the fire source region are the DC8 flights on 29
emissions
sensitivity runs are shown, the FireCOSens run is shown in teal (CO plot only)
June and on 1, 4, and 5Two
July.fire
See
text for details.
and the FireNOxSens run is shown in the ozone, PAN, and NOx plots in gray. The points indicate
mean values every 500 m and the error bars show the standard deviation for the measurements. The

below 3 km by the DC8 flights than the base run (Fig. 3a).
of fires on ozone production in individual plumes using camincluded
for the comparison
over the fire source
region
are thevertical
DC8 flights
on 29 Ozone
June andisonbiased low in the
Above 3 km CO is flights
also too
low compared
to the measurepaign
average
profiles.
1, 4,bias
and 5inJuly.
text
details.
ments, indicating a low
CO See
from
theforMOZART-4
run
mid- and upper troposphere in our study, which originates
used for both initial and boundary conditions (Fig. S7a).
from ozone concentrations in the MOZART-4 initial condiModeled ozone shows a low bias (5 ppbv) throughout the
tions (Fig. S7b) as noted by Wespes et al. (2012).
troposphere (Fig. 3b). The WRF-Chem profiles show only
Fires emit nitrogen primarily as NO (Lobert and Wara small ozone sensitivity to removing fire emissions (noFire
natz, 1993; Andreae and Merlet, 2001), then photochemistry
run), although there is an influence of fires on ozone concendetermines the relative amount of NO, NO2 , HNO3 , PAN,
trations in certain individual plumes (Fig. S4). Ozone valand other NOy species. PAN acts as a NOx reservoir, which
ues change very little in the FireCOSens run compared to
can liberate NOx later and produce additional ozone in aged
27
the base run (not shown). Our findings for fresh fire plumes,
smoke plumes. We evaluate the modeled NOx and PAN in
using a high-resolution model, are consistent with the earorder to assess simulated ozone production in fires, which
lier study of Alvarado et al. (2010), which indicated that
is limited by the amount of nitrogen available for photofire emissions had a minimal influence on ozone during
chemistry. In fresh fire plumes PAN concentrations are genflights close to the fire emissions. In their study, Alvarado
erally lower in the model than measured (Fig. 3c), indicating
et al. (2010) used the global model GEOS-Chem to investithe NOx to PAN conversion is occurring more rapidly than
gate the behavior of fresh fire plumes during ARCTAS-B, focaptured by the model. In addition, NOx concentrations are
cusing on all of the DC8 data. It is also important to note that
too high in the base run below 5 km. Alvarado et al. (2010)
while many of the DC8 sorties targeted plumes, the aircraft
investigated the behavior of NOx and PAN in fire plumes duralso made a large number of measurements in unpolluted air
ing ARCTAS-B using the Fire Locating and Monitoring of
masses, which may limit the ability to discern the influence
Burning Emissions (FLAMBE) inventory (Reid et al., 2009).
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burning source region, comparisons of ozone/CO correlations further show that the FireCOSens run is more representions for the DC8 flights are shown in Fig. 4. The highest
tative of CO pollution in fire plumes than the base run and
CO concentrations correspond to fresh fire plumes sampled
that modeled ozone is rather insensitive to CO.
by the DC8. There is also a branch containing high ozone,
As an example of model performance over anthrolow CO values corresponding to stratospheric air masses.
pogenic source regions, we compare with MOZAIC data
The model and measured ozone/CO correlations (Fig. 4a,
collected during commercial flights in and out of Philadelb) show the model under predicts CO pollution in fresh
phia (40.0◦ N, 75.2◦ W) on 3 July (2 flights). These two
fire plumes. Measured fire plumes contained peak values of
flights contained two tropospheric profiles, making it difnearly 2 ppmv of CO (Fig. S4), which is not reproduced in
ficult to adequately estimate the standard deviation for the
the base model run. It is expected that these peak values
measurements. Therefore, we show the measurements and
will not be simulated by the model (using 35 km resolution), 30model results for CO and ozone without the standard devihowever, if the fires are accurately represented, the model
ations in Fig. 5. There is very good agreement between the
should reproduce the average CO vertical profile. As already
base model run and measurements in the free troposphere.
shown for the vertical profiles (Fig. 3a), the FireCOSens run,
In the boundary layer the modeled values are too high, powhich includes additional CO emitted from fires, is in better
tentially due to uncertainties in the anthropogenic emissions
agreement with the high CO values present in the measured
used or due to the fact that anthropogenic emissions are inozone/CO correlations. The improved agreement between
jected in the lowest model layer during the run. We examine
CO measurements and the FireCOSens run is indicated by
the representation of anthropogenic plumes downwind in the
box plots (constructed using the CO values in Fig. 4a–c)
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following section to determine how much this discrepancy in
the boundary layer impacts aged plumes in the model.
3.2

Aged pollution plumes

In order to evaluate the representation of aged BB and anthropogenic plumes measured over southern Greenland, we
use data collected onboard the French and German aircraft,
which targeted aged pollution during POLARCAT (see Table 1 for the list of flights). Vertical profiles constructed using
the ATR-42 and Falcon-20 measurements and corresponding
model results are shown in Fig. 6.
For the ATR-42 CO (Fig. 6a) and ozone (Fig. 6b), the results from the base run agree well with the measurements
in the mid-troposphere. In the upper troposphere, modeled
CO is too low, for example at 8 km, 150 ppbv was measured
compared to 120 ppbv in the model. The FireCOSens run,
with additional CO emissions, is in better agreement with
CO measurements in the upper troposphere. This shows that
CO emissions in North America impact CO concentrations
in the free troposphere downwind due to plumes that are
strongly uplifted during transport. This also suggests that the
low bias in modeled CO is primarily due to Canadian fire
emissions in the base run. Imperfect representation of the
location of plumes in the model may be another cause of
the low bias in modeled fire plumes downwind. For example, on 8 July (see Fig. S5), the ATR-42 aircraft measured
a high CO air mass (CO> 160 ppbv) during a flight leg at
8 km between 14:30 and 15:20 UTC. Figure 2f clearly shows
this air mass was in the region of the aircraft, but the modeled peak CO concentrations (∼160 ppbv at 8 km) are east
of the flight track. There is also a potential contribution from
low CO in the MOZART-4 initial and boundary conditions
(Fig. S8). While the same emissions are used for both WRFChem and MOZART-4, the negative bias in CO can originate
from differences in the model resolution and the corresponding ability to resolve plumes spatially or from Asian emissions, which may be too low in the emissions (e.g. Shindell
et al., 2008, Fisher et al., 2010). The ozone profile for the
base model run for the ATR-42 flights shows that the model
represents the measured ozone profile reasonably well. It is
important to note that while NMHCs in fresh fire plumes
(discussed earlier for the DC8 measurements) are underpredicted by the model, the resulting ozone profiles in the Arctic
region agree very well with the measurements. Even so, we
note that ozone production in fire/anthropogenic plumes, as
represented in WRF-Chem, may be a lower limit for ozone
production in the atmosphere due to the underprediction of
these species in fire plumes.
For the Falcon-20 flights, CO between 6–9 km is too low in
the base model run (Fig. 6c), for example, at 8 km, 130 ppbv
was measured compared to 90 ppbv peak in the model.
Again, the FireCOSens run is in better agreement with the
measured CO levels, but still contains a low bias (∼20 ppbv)
in the mid- and upper troposphere. The cause for the low CO
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 3825–3848, 2013

in the model may also originate from MOZART-4. However,
as already discussed for the ATR-42 comparisons, plume location is also an important factor in the low bias. For example, on 8 July, the modeled fire plume is south of the
Falcon-20 flight track (Fig. 2f), suggesting that uncertainties
in modeling the transport between North America and Greenland may also contribute. To evaluate if the shape of the CO
profile measured by the Falcon-20 is consistent with model,
we also show one vertical profile (Fig. 6c) extracted from
the model on 8 July near the flight track. This shows clearly
that pollution plumes are present at the correct altitude in the
model, but the location of the pollution plumes does not overlap with the flight track. Modeled ozone and NO (Fig. 6d, f)
are in good agreement with the measurements throughout the
troposphere, while noting that in the region between 6–9 km,
the model has higher NO mixing ratios than measured. However, for the altitudes with long flight legs (See SI, Fig. 3)
comprising the majority of measurements (5 km, 7.5–8 km,
and 8.5–9 km) the model is within one standard deviation of
the measurements. Below 1 km, the measurements reflect local NO pollution from airport/local anthropogenic emissions
in Kangerlussuaq, Greenland, which are underrepresented in
the emissions inventory. The modeled PAN (Fig. 6e) agrees
with measurements in the upper troposphere, but has a positive bias in the mid- and lower troposphere.
The ozone/CO correlation plots for the ATR-42 and
Falcon-20 flights provide a measure of model representation
of ozone production in aged pollution plumes (Fig. 7). For
the ATR-42 flights (Fig. 7a, b), the base model run underpredicts both ozone and CO along the ATR-42 flight tracks.
There is an influence from stratospheric air masses, shown
as high ozone, low CO points on the correlation plots. On 8
July, when the ATR-42 flew in the same region as the Falcon20 flew one day earlier, high CO air masses were observed
(CO> 150 ppbv), which are not reproduced in the base run.
A portion of the low bias in model CO levels for the ATR42 flights originates from the low bias in CO in fresh Canadian fires, with a second contribution from the MOZART-4
boundary conditions. There are also high CO, high ozone air
masses that were observed by the ATR-42, that have lower
ozone concentrations in the model. During the Falcon-20
flights (Fig. 7e,f), the model has good agreement with measured ozone values, including correct representation of ozone
in the UTLS (ozone > 100 ppbv). In general, the model correctly captures the shape of the ozone/CO correlation plot,
but the CO values are too low in the base model run. The
FireCOSens run is shown for both sets of flights (Fig. 7c,
g), and again shows better agreement with the measurements
than for the base model run. Better agreement for the FireCOSens is also shown for both sets of flights in the box and
whisker plots in Fig. 7d and h.
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Plume origin and aging

Given that the focus of our study is ozone production in aged
plumes during transport to the Arctic, we focus on selected
plumes measured downwind over Greenland. In this section,
we focus on one fire and one anthropogenic air mass measured by the ATR-42 over Greenland to investigate in more
detail aged plume composition and origin. It is essential to
look at individual plumes to understand ozone production
during transport because the aircraft also measured a large
number of non-polluted air masses, making it difficult to examine ozone production in plumes using campaign averages
(as noted earlier). For this analysis, we use plumes sampled
by the ATR-42 on 5 and 7 July. We have chosen these flights
because there are pollution plumes that are correctly captured
by the model and because of the availability of ozone lidar
data taken onboard the aircraft. The model and measurement
data for both flights are shown in Figs. 8–10 and each flight is
discussed individually in the sub-sections that follow. Specifically, CO and ozone predicted in the base, noAnthro, noFire,
FireCOSens model runs for these flights are shown in Fig. 8.
During both flights, there are two broad polluted air masses
that were measured during different flight segments.
4.1

ATR-42 flight on 5 July 2008

On 5 July, enhancements in CO were measured during flight
segments at 6 km (11:50 UTC, up to 120 ppbv) and below
4 km (12:20 UTC, up to 145 ppbv). In the model, a first pollu50
100
150
200 50
100
150
200
tion plume is predicted at 6 km (between 11:45–12:15 UTC)
CO (ppbv)
CO (ppbv)
and a second plume is predicted for the lower altitude leg,
after descent below 4 km (between 12:20–12:50 UTC). The
200
measurements show broad enhancements in CO during these
D
H
flight legs, as well as finer structure, including sharp en150
hancements in CO that are not reproduced by the model
due to resolution. In general, the base model run is in good
100
agreement with the measurements for both CO (Fig. 8a) and
ozone (Fig. 8b), noting that at 4 km the CO maximum occurs
slightly later in the model than in the measurements, repre50
senting a spatial displacement of the plume of 70 km in the
model from where it was seen by the aircraft. This spatial
displacement of the plume represents very good agreement
for an aged plume that has undergone long-range transport
Fig. 7. Ozone versus CO correlations for the ATR-42 (a) and
a run
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is also a high ozone air mass present in the model that occraft.
with contributions from the northeastern United States 3–5
curs with low modeled CO at 12:15 UTC, which likely origdays before the plume arrived over southern Greenland.
inates from the stratosphere. A vertical cross section showThe plumes are also investigated using vertical cross secing model-predicted potential vorticity (PV) along the flight
tions extracted from WRF-Chem along the ATR flight tracks
track (Fig. S9a) indicates that this air mass is partially strato(Fig. 10a–b) and compared to ozone lidar data taken onboard 34 spheric in origin due to the higher PV values (∼0.6 PVU)
the aircraft (Fig. 10c). The model predicts elevated CO along
than the surrounding air (∼0.4 PVU).
the flight track (Fig. 10a) with pollution extending from 3–
Onboard the aircraft, the lidar was aimed in the upward
7 km. The behavior of ozone is more complicated than CO
direction, therefore no measurements are available below
because of the contribution from high ozone stratospheric
the flight track. White bands with no lidar data during the
air masses to ozone levels in the UTLS. Modeled ozone of
flight indicate the detection of clouds, preventing the reanthropogenic origin is co-located with modeled CO on 5
trieval of measured ozone mixing ratios. The tropopause is
July (Fig. 10b), with similar vertical extent for plumes. There
slightly lower (9 km) in the model than measured by the
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lidar (10 km). Enhanced ozone was observed by the lidar just
above the aircraft at 6.5 km at 11:30 UTC, which may be the
beginning of the anthropogenic plume or could be enhanced
ozone due to a stratospheric intrusion (indicated by enhanced
PV in the model extending down to 4 km in Fig. S9a). The
high ozone band present in the model at 12:15 UTC is also
seen in the lidar data, which indicates a tropopause folding
event. As noted earlier, the model PV values associated with
the high ozone, low CO air mass at 12:15 UTC do not indicate a completely stratospheric origin. FLEXPART-WRF
analysis (not shown) point to a stratospheric contribution
(> 10 %) for this air mass 3–6 day earlier, explaining the
moderate PV values and elevated ozone. The PV as well as
the low CO levels in the model simulation indicate that the
pollution plume was located between air masses with high
ozone that do not originate from pollution, but originate from
the stratosphere several days before the plume was measured
by the aircraft.
4.2

ATR-42 flight on 7 July

On 7 July, pollution was measured during two flight segments at 7 km and 4 km (Fig. 8c). Sharp peaks in CO
were measured during the first leg (13:50 UTC, > 140 ppbv),
which are superimposed on a broad CO enhancement
(> 100 ppbv). During the second flight leg, less enhanced
CO values were measured at 4 km. Modeled CO for the base
run captures the general structure of the CO features during
the flight, however the sharp peaks are not reproduced (as
discussed above) due to model resolution. The model sensitivity runs (noFire and noAnthro) show that the CO enhancements during the first flight leg (7 km) originate from
Canadian fires. While the observed enhancements in CO during the second flight leg are not as apparent (∼110 ppbv),
the model run without anthropogenic emissions underpredicts CO compared to the measurements, showing that the
small enhancement in CO at 4 km is anthropogenic in origin. We also show the results for the FireCOSens run because it has demonstrated better agreement with measured
CO values. The FireCOSens run has additional CO from fires
(> 130 ppbv CO) during the first flight leg, which is more
in line with the measured peak values, but the modeled enhancement in CO occurs over a longer portion of the flight
leg than in the measurements.
Understanding the ozone values measured during this
flight are complicated by stratospheric intrusions that enhance ozone in the UTLS due to the low tropopause height
in the Arctic (discussed earlier for 5 July). The ozone peak
on 7 July just after 13:30 UTC in the measurements (highlighted within the gray box, Fig. 8d) is related to a stratospheric air mass (see ozone lidar discussion) in the region the
aircraft was flying (peak ozone > 60 ppbv). A polluted fire
air mass was encountered just after the stratospheric intrusion (two sharp peaks in CO at 13:50 UTC), also highlighted
within the gray box. The level of ozone in the stratospheric
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 3825–3848, 2013

air mass is correctly reproduced by the model (peak value
of 60 ppbv ozone), but occurs earlier in the model than measured (highlighted in the tan box, Fig. 8d). Ozone in the fire
plume is lower than measured (40 ppbv in the model compared to an average of ∼55 ppbv measured). However, mixing between the stratospheric air mass and BB plume may
have contributed to higher ozone in the measurements. This
may not occur as efficiently in the model due to the timing of
these peaks, which shows clear separation of the air masses
in the model.
The FLEXPART emission sensitivities (Fig. 9b) for the
fire plume on 7 July (highlighted in gray in Fig. 8b) show
that it originated from the BB region over Canada 5–7 days
before the flight, indicating longer transport times than for
anthropogenic plumes. The source region corresponds to the
location where the DC8 flew as part of ARCTAS-B, connecting measurements made in fresh fire plumes and this ATR-42
flight, which measured aged BB pollution.
Vertical cross sections extracted from the model on 7 July
(along the flight track) are shown in Fig. 10d–e. The extent of
CO enhancements for the base model run on 7 July are shown
in Fig. 10d. The model predicts that the fire plume sampled
along the flight leg at 7 km extends between 6–8 km. Plots for
the FireCOSens run are not shown, but contain additional enhancements in CO of up to 20 ppbv from 6–8 km. The model
also predicts a lower altitude plume (∼4 km) that crosses the
flight track after 14:30 UTC, which is anthropogenic in origin according to the FLEXPART emission sensitivities and
WRF-Chem model emissions sensitivity runs. On 7 July,
ozone originating from the stratosphere is clearly visible in
the model (O3 >60 ppbv) between the anthropogenic air mass
(∼4 km) and fire pollution (∼7 km) as part of a stratospheric
fold (Fig. 10f). This layer corresponds to low CO mixing
ratios in the model (Fig. 10d). The fire pollution was lifted
above this stratospheric fold and contains lower ozone than in
the surrounding air mass. However, the BB plume has ozone
that has been formed photochemically rather than transported
from the stratosphere.
On 7 July, the lidar data (Fig. 10f) clearly show a fold
structure along the flight at 13:45 UTC when there is a large
ozone peak apparent in the in situ measurements (Fig. 8d).
The fold is also predicted by the model (discussed above) but
crosses the flight track at 13:15 UTC (also seen as enhanced
modeled PV in Fig. S9b). The lidar data also shows a high
ozone stratospheric air mass that was encountered at the beginning of the descent from 7 km to 2 km at 14:00 UTC (seen
at 6 km). The model may be underpredicting ozone produced
in the BB layer because of underrepresentation of mixing between stratospheric air masses with this fire plume.

5

Ozone production in plumes

Ozone production in BB plumes has been the subject of
a number of studies, with conflicting results as to the extent
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/3825/2013/
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of ozone production that occurs. Jaffe and Wigder (2012) recently reviewed current knowledge of ozone production from
wildfires and concluded that the majority of studies show that
O3 production occurs in BB plumes downwind from emission regions. They also showed that in BB plumes, typical
measured 1O3 /1CO ratios (where 1O3 and 1CO represent enhancements over background concentrations in fire
plumes) range from 0.1 to 0.9, with higher values for plumes
aged more than 5 days. It is well known that BB emissions
contain ozone precursors (e.g. Crutzen et al., 1979; Andreae
and Merlet, 2001) and most observations show that ozone
production occurs in plumes (e.g. Mauzerall et al., 1998;
Singh et al., 2000; Jaffe et al., 2001, 2004; McKeen et al.,
2002; Honrath et al., 2004; Pfister et al., 2006, 2008; Val
Martin et al., 2008; Real et al., 2007; Oltmans et al., 2010,
Akagi et al., 2011). In boreal regions, the focus of the present
study, the evidence for ozone production is less clear because
it has been suggested that O3 was not produced in plumes
sampled during ARCTAS-B (e.g. Alvarado et al., 2010;
Singh et al., 2010). Recently, Wespes et al. (2012) showed
that the contribution of BB to ozone along the summer
(ARCTAS-CARB and ARCTAS-B) DC8 flight tracks was
significant in the lower troposphere (pressure > 700 hPa) but
only contributed a small amount higher in the troposphere.
Parrington et al. (2012) recently showed that model (GEOSChem) ozone distributions in coastal Canada are very sensitive to NOx emissions from biomass burning sources in central Canada during 2010, suggesting ozone production occurs in Canadian fire plumes after aging. Furthermore, chemistry in BB plumes can be impacted by mixing with NOx -rich
anthropogenic emissions during transport, resulting in additional ozone formation (e.g. McKeen et al., 2002). Chemistry
can be complicated by mixing with high ozone, stratospheric
air masses, which can occur in and near the Arctic due to the
low tropopause height (as discussed in Liang et al., 2011).
Recently, Wespes et al. (2012) noted that import from the
stratosphere is the principal source of ozone for pressures
less than 450 hPa. The transport of pollution into the Arctic
is particularly important because ozone production continues within the Arctic with an important contribution from
PAN decomposition originating from transported pollution
(Walker et al., 2012).
In this section, we examine the overall impact of BB and
anthropogenic plumes on ozone levels throughout the model
domain during the study period. The goal is to provide a measure of ozone production in plumes originating from North
America on a wider spatial scale than covered by the aircraft
measurements. Based on comparison of model results with
campaign average vertical profiles, the extent of ozone production appears rather limited (base vs. noFire runs, Figs. 3
and 6), which is consistent with the profiles presented in
Alvarado et al. (2010) and Wespes et al. (2012). However,
for individual plumes we have shown that fire emissions
result in significant ozone enhancements (Fig. 8d). Here,
we use differences between model runs (e.g. base-noFire,
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/3825/2013/
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base-noAnthro) to estimate the amount of ozone produced in
plumes during transport towards the Arctic. Results are presented for both anthropogenic and BB plumes to compare
their relative contribution to ozone produced during longrange transport.
5.1

Enhancement of 1O3 /1CO in plumes

The slope of the correlation between ozone and CO has been
used as a measure of ozone production in air masses originating from different emission sources (e.g. Parrish et al.,
1993). For example, the observed ozone/CO correlation in
Fig. 7a contains enhanced ozone in high CO plumes (slope
of 0.24). However, this slope contains both enhancements in
ozone due to mixing with the stratosphere and with clean
air masses, and it also mixes the contributions from anthropogenic and fire plumes. Therefore, we use another measure
of ozone production in plumes, enhancement ratios calculated from differences between model runs with and without emissions, to calculate ratios in plumes due to a specific source. The enhancement ratios (1O3 /1CO) are defined as the excess O3 mixing ratio due to a particular source
as a function of increased CO from the same source. We use
differences between model runs with and without emissions
to calculate 1CO or 1O3 enhancements, where 1 refers to
plumes present in the base model run, but missing from the
run without emissions. This follows the approach in Pfister et al. (2006), a study which used MOZART runs with
and without BB emissions to estimate the enhancements of
CO and ozone in aged boreal forest fire plumes measured
at the PICO-NARE station located in the Azores. We note
that non-linearities in ozone photochemistry may influence
our results, although Pfister et al. (2006) only found small
sensitivities to the method employed to estimate enhancement ratios. The spatial extent of modeled 1O3 for an anthropogenic and fire plume encountered by the ATR-42 on
5 July and 7 July (discussed earlier in Sections 4.1 and 4.2)
are shown in Fig. 11. On 5 July (Fig. 11a), the ATR-42 transected a large anthropogenic pollution plume with simulated
ozone enhancements up to 60 ppbv during transport to the
Arctic. During the flight on 7 July (Fig. 11b), the model predicts ozone enhancements of up to 20 ppbv in fire plumes at
7 km. In a prior study, McKeen et al. (2002) used a regional
chemical transport model in a similar manner, using runs
with and without fire emissions to show that ozone formed in
BB plumes contributed significantly to ozone mixing ratios
in the continental United States. This study showed that on 2
July 1995 ozone mixing ratios were predicted to increase up
to 30 ppbv (at the surface) in the eastern US due to fire emissions. In our study, the large spatial extent of modeled plumes
(including fire plumes) is apparent in Fig. 11 as demonstrated
by the ozone enhancements that occur over a large portion of
the domain. The ozone enhancements occur with enhanced
CO, shown as elevated CO values in Fig. 2 for these same
plumes.
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 3825–3848, 2013
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Fig. 11. Maps of enhancements in ozone in anthropogenic and fire plumes (1O3 ) demonstrating the spatial extent of plumes sampled by
the ATR-72 and Falcon-20 on 5 and 7 July 2008. The ATR-42 aircraft flight tracks are in black and the Falcon-20 flight track is in orange.
For anthropogenic plumes, the latitude 55◦ N that is used to define fresh (<2 km, lat<55◦ N) and aged (lat>55◦ N) anthropogenic plumes
is indicated by the dotted black line. For fire plumes, the latitude 55◦ N longitude 85◦ W (used to define aged fire plumes) are indicated by
dotted black lines. These same plumes are shown as enhanced CO mixing ratios in Fig. 2, panel (d) for the anthropogenic emissions and
panel (e) for fires.

In order to understand the evolution of CO and ozone enhancements in anthropogenic and fire plumes during transport to the Arctic, the model domain was divided into regions containing fresh and aged plumes. For fresh anthropogenic plumes, model grid cells south of 55◦ N and below
2 km were used to limit our analysis to fresh emissions in the
boundary layer. Due to the the nature of fires, different regions were used each day to calculate enhancements, with the
goal of limiting the analysis to very fresh boreal fire plumes.
The Canadian fire emissions (lat>55◦ N) for each day were
used to define a lat/lon region containing fresh fires (including cells with at least than 5 % of the peak emissions). An example of the region used for fresh fire plumes on 1 July 2008
is shown in Fig. S10. For aged anthropogenic air masses, grid
cells with lat>55◦ N were used to calculate ozone and CO
enhancements. For aged fire plumes, latitudes north of 55◦ N
and east of 85◦ W were used to define aged fire pollution. We
then calculate a probability distribution for 1O3 vs. 1CO
for fresh and aged anthropogenic and fire plumes. Daily distributions were calculated as bidimensional histograms using 1 ppbv bins for 1O3 and 5 ppbv bins for 1CO and then
the distributions were normalized such that the values plotted
represent a probability distribution. The probability distributions for 1, 3, 5, and 7 July are shown (Fig. 12) using 1CO
and 1O3 values calculated from the base-noAnthro, basenoFire, and FireCOSens-noFire runs. There is a complex relationship between modeled 1O3 and 1CO enhancements,
with each individual distribution representing both a spatial
and temporal average. To characterize the distributions for
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each day, we use the maximum probability 1O3 value for
each 1CO bin. Both the lines and slopes for each line are
shown in Fig. 12 and the average slopes for 1–8 July 2008
are given in Table 2.
Fresh anthropogenic plumes have relatively high
1O3 /1CO slopes (average slope of 0.63) and higher values
for aged plumes (average slope 0.92). The slopes for fresh
plumes are higher than values reported for anthropogenic
air masses from northeastern North America sampled at low
altitudes, downwind of emission regions (e.g. ratio of 0.3
by Parrish et al., 1993). The increase in slope as plumes are
transported north indicates that ozone production continues
to occur during transport. The slopes for aged emissions
are twice the value of 0.5 reported by Real et al. (2008) for
low level, aged plumes. However, our values are consistent
with ozone/CO enhancements in anthropogenic air masses
reported in other studies (ratios of −0.06 to 1.52 by Price
et al., 2004 for Eurasian anthropogenic air masses, and ratios
3–4 larger for anthropogenic than for fire plumes reported
by Pfister et al., 2006). The enhancement ratios show that
ozone production in anthropogenic plumes was significant
near and in the Arctic during the modeled period in summer
2008.
Fresh fire plumes have much higher 1CO values than anthropogenic plumes, but are not strongly enhanced in ozone
(Fig. 12c, i, o, u), with an average slope of 0.08 when the
enhancements are calculated using the base run and 0.07
when enhancements are calculated using the FireCOSens
run. These fresh fires comprise the majority of plume
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Fig. 12. Ozone versus CO enhancements for anthropogenic (left) and fire (base: center, FireCOSens: right) plumes on 1, 3, 5, and 7 July.
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clusion that there was little or no ozone production in fire
plumes close to the emission region (Singh et al., 2010).
Downwind however, the slope of 1O3 /1CO increases significantly for aged fire plumes (average ratio of 0.49 using
the base run and 0.26 using the FireCOSens run), indicating ozone production occurred farther downwind. For FireCOSens run, the slope is lower because ozone levels are relatively insensitive to CO concentrations on the timescale of
several days, therefore the slope is approximately half of
that for the base model run upon doubling the CO emissions from fires. Near the source region, the spatial and
temporal resolution of the fire emissions inventory used
(FINNv1) and the fire injection height result in different
fresh plume compositions on different days, as shown by
the difference between fresh fire plumes on 1, 3, 5, and 7
July in Fig. 8. For aged plumes, the distributions indicate
that fire plumes form ozone during transport. Aged plumes
have lower CO levels, which are reduced primarily due to
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ozone/CO enhancements for aged fire plumes summarized
in Jaffe and Wigder (2012). The downwind slopes for the
base run are twice the value suggested for Alaskan and Canadian BB pollution measured in the Azores in 2004, which
yielded 1O3 /1CO enhancement ratios of 0.25 (Pfister et al.,
2006). However, for the more reliable estimate using the
FireCOSens run, the average slope of 0.26 is in very good
agreement with prior work on aged Alaskan and Canadian
BB plumes. We have also calculated the 1O3 /1CO slopes
using the FireNOxSens run in place of the base model run
(example plots shown in Fig. S11) and show the slopes of
the 1O3 /1CO in Table 2. The resulting average 1O3 /1CO
slope is lower FireNOxSens = 0.20. The reduction of NOx
emissions from fires decreases the rate of ozone formation
in fire plumes, resulting in less ozone in plumes and lower
slopes. These values derived using the the FireNOxSens run
are also more consistent with other studies for aged boreal
forest fire plumes (e.g. values of 0.25 for BB plumes reported
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by Pfister et al., 2006). In summary, the results demonstrate
that the ozone enhancement ratios in aged plumes are very
sensitive to both CO and NOx emissions from fires.
5.2

Increase in ozone regionally due to pollution plumes

In order to quantify the amount of ozone produced in pollution plumes and transported towards the Arctic during the
study period (28 June–9 July), the increase in ozone due to
anthropogenic and fire pollution (1O3 ) has been calculated
as a function of altitude during the model run in the region
lat > 55◦ N (shown in Fig. 13). Initially, ozone enhancements
are zero because the runs use the same initial conditions.
As the model run progresses, ozone enhancements increase
as both fire and anthropogenic emissions are emitted within
the model domain and transported towards the Arctic. At
the end of the model run, ozone enhancements represent
average increases in ozone due to accumulated emissions
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 13, 3825–3848, 2013

Arctic ozone are significant considering the low background
ozone mixing ratios in the Arctic. 1O3 due to BB pollution is
lower than for anthropogenic emissions (Fig. 13b), consistent
with the 1O3 /1CO analysis presented earlier. For fires, the
largest 1O3 is 3 ppbv (increase of 5.2 %) and peaks higher
near 7 km, showing fire pollution was transported to higher
altitudes and is not always co-located with urban emissions.
It is also important to note that the total amount of ozone
formed in fire plumes is much less than from anthropogenic
pollution during the model run in part because the total emissions from fires are lower. For example, BB CO emissions
make up 21 % of the total CO emissions during the base
model run. These emissions sources also have differences in
transport pathways, resulting in different amounts of ozone
produced after transport.

6

Conclusions

We have used the regional model WRF-Chem to investigate
the amount of ozone produced during transport towards the
Arctic from Canadian boreal forest fires and North American anthropogenic emissions in summer 2008. Modeled concentrations were first evaluated using POLARCAT aircraft
observations, including ARCTAS-B measurements of fresh
Canadian forest fire plumes, MOZAIC data over the northeast United States, and POLARCAT-France/GRACE measurements of aged plumes over Greenland.
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/3825/2013/
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In general, WRF-Chem simulations correctly represent the
composition of fresh and aged BB plumes with some caveats.
First, CO in fire plumes is too low using the FINNv1 emissions. A run with twice the fire CO emissions is in better
agreement with the DC8 measurements of fresh BB emissions, an important conclusion regarding the CO emissions
in the FINNv1 emissions inventory. In addition, NMHC concentrations are generally too low, while NOx levels are higher
than measured. Agreement between the model and measurements for the POLARCAT flights downwind over Greenland
is generally good, especially for ozone. For flights over the
BB source region and downwind over Greenland, a run with
additional (2×) CO emissions from fires is also in better
agreement with measurements.
The model representation and origin of specific aged pollution plumes measured over Greenland onboard the ATR-42
aircraft are analyzed in detail. On 5 July, the aircraft measured a large anthropogenic pollution plume that extended
from 3–7 km with both elevated ozone and CO. On 7 July,
a BB plume that contained elevated CO and to some extent elevated ozone was encountered (vertical extent from
6–8 km). FLEXPART-WRF results were used to confirm the
plume origins. Plumes were encountered near stratospheric
air masses, which also contained elevated ozone. Using sensitivity runs without fire and anthropogenic emissions, we
separated the contribution from pollution plumes and stratospheric air masses that remain when emissions are removed
from the model. Analysis of the sensitivity runs shows that
both anthropogenic and fire pollution contribute to the elevated CO and ozone observed during the flights over Greenland, with the majority of plumes analyzed consisting of either anthropogenic or BB pollution, rather than mixtures.
We also use differences between model runs with and
without emissions to quantify the regional contribution of
pollution to ozone levels. Over the northeastern United States
and Canada, we derive moderate ozone enhancements (average 1O3 /1CO = 0.63) for fresh anthropogenic plumes.
During transport, anthropogenic plumes continue to produce
ozone with further enhanced 1O3 /1CO (average = 0.92)
after several days of transport. Near the source regions,
little ozone production occurs in BB plumes as indicated
by very low 1O3 /1CO values (average = 0.08), consistent
with earlier work on ozone production in BB plumes during ARCTAS-B. However, after transport and plume aging,
1O3/1CO values increase (average = 0.49 for the base run,
and = 0.26 upon doubling CO emissions) for BB plumes,
indicating significant ozone production occurred in these
plumes further downwind. Sensitivity runs also show that
1O3 /1CO ratios are sensitive to the magnitude of emissions
and an approximately linear decrease in aged plumes with either a doubling in fire CO emissions or reduction by a factor
of two in fire NOx emissions.
The model results are used to quantify the amount of ozone
produced from anthropogenic and fire emissions north of
55◦ N. During the study period (29 June to 9 July 2008), anwww.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/3825/2013/
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thropogenic pollution from North America increases ozone
by up to 6.5 ppbv in the lower- to mid-troposphere and boreal fire pollution increases ozone by up to 3 ppbv in the
mid-/upper troposphere. Our study is based on a relatively
short period of time, when there was active transport of both
fire and anthropogenic plumes from North America to the
east and north into the Arctic. However, our findings suggest
a significant contribution to tropospheric ozone at higher latitudes from both anthropogenic and fire pollution transported
toward the Arctic. These enhancements represent an increase
in ozone of up to 18 % from anthropogenic emissions (midtroposphere) and an increase of up to 5.2 % from BB (upper
troposphere). These increases cannot be disregarded considering the relatively low background ozone concentrations in
the Arctic.
The results of this study indicate that fires in the boreal
region may have a significant impact on ozone production,
especially in the mid- and upper troposphere near the Arctic. We have focused on the wildfires in Canada during summer 2008, when a large coordinated set of aircraft campaigns
(POLARCAT) occurred to specifically study the impact of
fires on the Arctic. In contrast to published studies focusing
mostly on very fresh fire emissions (ARCTAS-B), we show
that Canadian fire plumes are photochemically active, producing ozone downwind after further aging.
Continued work to quantify the impact of pollution
sources on Arctic ozone is needed. In this paper, we present
results from a model run at sufficient spatial resolution to
resolve pollution plumes allowing determination of ozone
production in individual plumes. However, the contribution
of boreal fire emissions to Arctic ozone regionally still remains uncertain. Additional work to compare regional and
global models, including estimates of the amount of ozone
produced in plumes will be necessary to better quantify the
contribution of different pollution source regions to the Arctic ozone budget. Representation of the non-linear chemistry
that occurs in plumes during long-range transport to the Arctic should be evaluated based on model runs at different
resolutions and larger spatial domains and covering longer
periods. Such studies can also be used to evaluate global
chemistry-climate models which are often run at low spatial resolutions but which are the current tools used to make
predictions about future atmospheric composition.
Supplementary material related to this article is
available online at: http://www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/
3825/2013/acp-13-3825-2013-supplement.pdf.
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